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Marigold Living launches new block printed, indigo, silk and embroidered textile collections at the 2019 AD Show.
New York (March 2019) – New York-based Indian textile brand Marigold Living launched their first product assortment at the
Architectural Digest Design Show in 2018, and will be back this year to debut fresh patterns and entirely new lines. Marigold Living’s
shop will be located in the MADE section, booth M1119, where they will offer select product from both new and staple collections,
all for purchase at the show. Each Marigold Living piece is handmade by artisans in India, who specialize in these wide-ranging,
regional-specific crafts.
On display from Marigold Living’s Spring 2019 collections includes bedding and table linens in two new block printed collections,
Sanya-Riyad in pink/orange and Birds on Vine-Blossom in blue, both featuring updated classic flora and fauna motifs in bright,
spring-forward colorways. New table linens and pillow covers in Indigo-dyed patterns Nagina, Reeva, Nisha and Jamini will also be
available, as will new hand-stitched quilt patterns and various traditional Kalamkari pieces.
Marigold Living will also offer a preview of their Summer 2019 collections at the show, with pieces from all new categories for the
brand. They’ll be showcasing their Silk Gota Pillow Cases in vibrant and neutral colorways, made using the age-old embroidery
technique of sewing small pieces of gold ribbon to fabric to create elaborate patterns. This also includes their Florentina
Embroidered Table Linens, sourced from a non-profit of women artisans in a region known to specialize in this custom work. For the
first time, Marigold Living will be offering block prints on dye-based cotton and silk-cotton fabric in new patterns – Dragonfly, Roza
and Marigold. Dragonfly is printed on dye base cotton fabric and will be available in table linens, drapery and bedding pieces, while
even higher-end lines Roza and Marigold are created on luxurious silk-cotton fabric in various table linen styles for a chic, elevated
table setting.
Marigold Living will also show popular patterns from existing product lines, that were a part of the brand’s core introductions in
2018. To see the e-commerce brand’s full product offerings, visit www.marigoldliving.com.
About Marigold Living
Marigold Living’s founder grew up in Mumbai surrounded by Indian textiles and handicrafts, and at an early age cultivated a taste for
unique, handmade goods. To contribute to her love of a global, collected style, she launched Marigold Living to bring fine artisanal
Indian home decor, linens and accessories directly to consumers. All Marigold Living products are handcrafted by skilled craftspeople
using ancient techniques. Whether weaving, dyeing, wood block printing, hand stitching or embroidering, the textiles are created in
small batches and come from various regions across India, each renowned for their particular skills and
aesthetics. Marigold Living sources all of their textiles from nonprofits and for-profit businesses that support grassroots communities
of local Indian craftspeople. These range from large businesses to small workshops and individual designers who work directly with
artisans to create collections exclusively for Marigold Living. Marigold Living is committed to keeping one of India's oldest and most
prolific industries relevant in contemporary everyday living by creating handcrafted goods for modern life.
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